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ABSTRACT 
The normwise backward error of an approximate solution to the discrete-time 
algebraic Riccati equation is evaluated. The results are illustrated by using simple 
numerical examples. 0 Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For a linear system AX = b, the normwise backward error of an approxi- 
mate solution can be defined by [6, 7, 141 
lb All 
E:(A + AA)? = b + Ah, - 
IlAbll 
< E, - 
a P 
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where (Y and p are positive scalars, 11 I] denotes any consistent norm. If 
(Y = II All and p = Ilbll, th en ~(2) is said to be the normwise relative 
backward error. Rigal and Gaches [I41 derive the explicit expression 
77(Z) = 
ll4l 
(Yll41 + p’ 
where F = b - Ax’ is the associated residual. Moreover, Rigal and Caches 
also determine the perturbations A Amin and Ab,i, where the optimal value 
n(z) is achieved. 
From the definition of n( x’) we see that the backward error n( x’) of an 
approximate solution x’ to Ax = b is a measure of “smallest” perturbations 
AA/a and Ah/p such that x’ is just the solution to the perturbed linear 
system (A + AA)? = b + Ab. R’g 1 1 a and Gaches’s result covers an impor- 
tant aspect of the perturbation theory for linear systems. 
In recent years, the study of backward errors of matrix equations has been 
developed considerably. Taking full account of the special structure of the 
Sylvester equation, Higham [6] evaluates the backward error of an approxi- 
mate solution to the matrix equation, and determines the sensitivity of the 
equation to perturbations in the data. After that, KHgstrom [9] evaluates the 
normwise backward error of an approximate solution to the generalized 
Sylvester equation, and determines the sensitivity of the equation; Ghavimi 
and Laub [3] present a new backward error criterion, together with a 
sensitivity measure, for assessing solution accuracy of nonsymmetric and 
symmetric continuous-time algebraic Riccati equations. 
The purpose of this paper is to evaluate the normwise backward error of 
an approximate solution to the discrete-time algebraic Riccati equation. The 
work was greatly influenced by the works of Higham in [6], and Ghavimi and 
Laub in [3]. 
Throughout this paper we use the following notation. The symbol smx” 
denotes the set of real m X n matrices, and 5%‘” =smX i. pnx” denotes 
the set of n X n symmetric matrices. AT denotes the transpose of a matrix 
A, and At the Moore-Penrose inverse of A. Z stands for the identity matrix, 
I, for the identity matrix of order n, and 0 the null matrix. The positive 
definiteness (semidefiniteness) of a symmetric matrix A will be denoted by 
A > 0 (A > 0). 11 IIr denotes the F ro b emus norm, and ]I 112 the Euclidean 
vector norm. For A = (a,, . . . , a,) = (aij) E Wx” and a matrix B, A QD B 
= (crijB) is a Kronecker product, and vet A is a vector defined by 
vet A = (a:, . . . , uE>r. (See 14, Chapters 1 and 21 for properties of the 
Kronecker product and vet operation.) 
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Consider the discrete-time algebraic Riccati equation (DARE) 
X - FTXF + F*XG,(G, + G;XG,)-‘GTXF - CTC = 0, (1.1) 
where F ES”‘“, C ES”“, G, ~9”~“‘, and Gi = G, E9”“‘X”‘. In some 
control problems the matrix G2 can be singular; but in this paper, as in [2, 5, 
10, 11, 131, we assume G, > 0. 
Let G = G,G, ’ GT, H = C TC. Then the DARE (1.1) can be rewritten in 
the equivalent form 
X - FTX( Z + GX)-‘F - H = 0, (1.2) 
where G, H > 0. 
Throughout this paper we assume that (F, G,) is a stabilizable pair (i.e., if 
w “G, = 0 and w “F = hw H for some constant A implies 1 Al < 1 or w = 0, 
where wH denotes the conjugate transpose of a complex vector w) and that 
(F, C> is a detectable pair (i.e., if ( FT, CT) is stabilizable). It is known [l] that 
in such a case there exists a unique symmetric positive semidefinite (p.s.d.) 
solution X to the DARE (l.l), and the matrix (I + GX)-‘F is stable, i.e., 
every eigenvalue hi of (I + GX )-’ F satisfies 1 Ai 1 < 1. 
The DARE (1.1) arises in the solution of quadratic optimization and 
estimation problems in linear control theory. Several elegant numerical 
methods for solving the equation have been proposed (see, e,g., [2, 10, 11, 
131). Perturbation theory for the DARE (1.1) [or equivalently, for the DARE 
(1.211 has also been studied by a certain number of authors [5, 8, 15, 161. 
We assume that perturbations of G, and G, are transformed into 
perturbations of G and perturbations of C into perturbations of H. Thus, we 
consider the DARE (1.2) in this paper. Let X ~~~~~ approximate the 
unique symmetric p.s.d. solution to the equation, and let A F, AG, and AH 
be the corresponding perturbations of the coefficient matrices F, G_, and H 
in (1.2). A normwise backward error of the approximate solution X can be 
defined by 
IIAGIIF llAHll~ 
< e, ~ ~ 
P 
< e, <E (1.3) 
Y 
subject to 
AF E%“~“, AG, AH ~~~~~~ (1.4) 
Ilrillsll( 1 + Gz)-l IlzllAGllz < 1, (1.5) 
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and 
X-(F+AF)TXIZ+(G+AG)X]-l(F+AF)-(H+AH)=O, 
(I-6) 
where (Y, p, and y are positive scalars. If CY = IIFIIF, P = IlGllr, and 
y = IIHIIF, then ~(2) corresponds to a normwise relative backward error. 
Note that the cpnstraint (1.5) gu arantees the nonsingularity of the matrix 
Z + (G + AG)X. 
From (1.3)-(1.6) we see that the backward error r](X) of an approximate 
solution x’ to the DARE (1.2) . 1s a measure of “smallest” perturbations 
AF/a, AG/P, and A H/y such that X is just a symmetric solution to the 
perturbed DARE (1.6). 
The difficult point for evaluating the backward error for the DARE (1.2) 
is that we are confronted with a nonlinear problem: the optimization problem 
(1.3) with the constraints (1.4)-(1.6), w h ere the constraint (1.6) is nonlinear. 
Note that in the cases of Sylvester and continuous Riccati equations (studied 
by Higham [6] and by Gh avimi and Laub [3]), the associated constraints are 
linear. 
In Section 2, we shall first transform the equation (1.6) to an equivalent 
form which is easy to handle. The main result of this paper is stated by 
Theorem 2.1, which presents lower and upper bounds for the backward error 
n(X). In Section 3 we present approximate bounds for ~(2) by using the 
structured relative residual, and derive the structured condition number of 
the DARE (1.2). In Section 4 we provide two simple numerical examples to 
illustrate our results. 
Let A ~9”~“. Then we have [4, pp. 32-341 
vet A?‘ = II vet A, (I.7 
where the vet-permutation matrix II is expressed by 
eke; Q elel, 
k,l=l 
(1.8) 
in which ek denotes the k th column of I,. 
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2. ESTIMATES FOR 7(X> 
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The problem of deriving an explicit expression for the backward error 
n(X) defined by (1.3);(1.6) is a difficult one. In this section we only give 
some estimates for 7~( X 1. 
Let x’ EYnXn be an approximate solution to the DARE (1.2). We now 
define another backward error T*(X) of the approximate solution by 
n*(X) =min 
AF AG AH 
a,~,7 subject to (1.4)-(1.6). (2.1) 
F 
From the definitions (1.3H1.6) and (2.11, 
(2.2) 
Consequently, the problem of estimating T( 2) can be reduced to estimate 
n*(X). 
2.1. An Equivalent Form of the Equation (1.6) 
Assume that the matrix Z + GX is nonsingular. Then the equation (1.6) 
can be written as 
-(H + AH) = 0. (2.3) 
In this subsection we transform the equation (2.3) to an equivalent form 
which is easy to handle. In the course of the transformation, the matrix 
relations 
(Z+A)-' =I-A(Z+A)-‘, B(Z + AB)-’ = (I + BA)-‘B (2.4) 
are used again and again. 
Define the matrices f, and K’ by 
,t = x’( Z + Gi)-l EY’X”, K’ = LF ~3~~“. (2.5) 
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Since 
f[Z + (I + Gg)-‘AGz]-l(Z + Gg)-l 
=R(Z-(Z+G@-lAGIZ+~(Z+G@-lAG]-l~)(Z+G~)-l 
[by (241 
where p(AG) is defined by 
I = ~,AG(z + LAG)-‘L EP”X~, 
we can rewrite (2.3) as 
(2.6) 
x’-(F+AF)T[i-p(AG)](F+AF)-(H+AH)=O, 
or equivalently, 
x’- H - AH - F%F - FTLAF + FTp(AG)F + FTp(AG) AF 
- AFTiF - AFTiAF + AFTp(AG)F + AFTp(AG) AF = 0. 
(2.7) 
Observe the following facts: By (2.5) and (2.6) we have 
FTL AF = kT AF, AFTiF = AFTi, 
FTp(AG)F = kTAG(Z + LAG)-% 
= ZPAG[Z-LAG(Z+LAG)-‘]R 
=zPAGz?-~~AG~AG(z+~AG)-%, 
FOP AF = F~L~G(z + LAG)-~F 
= iTAG(Z + iAG)-‘f,AF, 
AF’p(AG)F = AFTiAG(Z + iAG)-‘iF 
= AFTiAG(Z + LAG)-k, 
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and 
AFTp(AG)AF - AFTLAF 
= AFTiAG(Z + LAG)-%AF - AFTi(Z + G%)-‘AF 
= -AFT(Z + LAG)-%AF. 
Hence, the equation (2.7) is equivalent to 
Z?TAF+AFTk-kTAGk+AH=Z?+q(AF,AG), (2.8) 
where Z?, the residual of the DARE (1.2) with respect to x’, is defined by 
and q(A F, AG) is defined by 
q( AF, AG) 
+ AFTLAG(Z + LAG)-% - AFT(Z + LAG)-rLAF, 
(2.10) 
in which f, and K’ are defined by (2.5). Note that q(AF, AG) E PnXn. 
Further, by using a technique described by Higham [6], we transform 
(2.8) to a simpler form. Let K be the matrix defined by (2.5), and let 
k = UWT with 2 = diag(m, ,..., a,), or > **. 3 a, > 6 (2.11) 
be a singular-value decomposition of K’, where U, V E 9”’ n are orthogonal. 
Substituting (2.11) into (2.81, and setting 
6F = UTAFV, SG = UTAGU, 6H = VTAHV, 
fi = vrEiv, +(AF, AG) = VTq(AF, AG)V, (2.12) 
190 
then (2.8) reduces to 
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Z6F+6FTZ-Z6GX+SH=I?++(AF,AG). (2.13) 
By (1.7) and (1.8), the equation (2.13) is equivalent to the nonlinear system 
T 
where 
with 
vet SF 
a 
vet SG 
P 
vet SH 
Y 
= vet fi + vet q( AF, AG), (2.14) 
\ 
J 
T = (T,, T,, T3) E9nZx3n” (2.15) 
T, = a[ Z” 8 c + (2 Q z&-I], T,= -pc@Jc, T3 = YZ,Z > 
(2.16) 
in which II is the vet-permutation matrix expressed by (1.8). 
2.2. An Upper Bound for I* 
Consider the linear system 
( vet SF 
a 
vet SG 
P 
vet SH 
\ Y 
(2.17) 
where SF, SG, SH, fi, and $AF,AG) are defined by (2.12), in which 
AF ELP~“, and AG, AH ~9”‘“. Since the n2 X 3n2 matrix T is full rank 
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(because it is assumed that 7 > 01, we have TT’ = l,,e, so multiplying the 
equation (2.17) on the left by T yields the equation (2.14). This shows that 
any solution to the equation (2.17) is a solution to the equation (2.14). For 
this reason, if 
i 
(vet SF,) (vet SG,) (vet sH,)7 I 
CY j P ’ Y i 
is a solution to (2.171, then 
vet SF, 
a 
vet SG, 
P 
vet SH, 
Y 
\ 
AF, AG, AH, 
zz --- 
a’ P’ Y ill 
) (2.18) 
F 
where q*( x> is defined by (2.1), and 
AF x = U6F VT * ) AG, = UGG, UT. AH, = VSH, 17’. 
It is evident that the nonlinear system (2.17) can be regarded as a 
continuous mapping A: CJfnx” $y”‘l @ynXn q~‘2x7t $yxn @iiy”‘“. 
Note that the set s%?‘~” @Yixn @Y”‘” with the norm 1) IIF is a Banach 
space. From (2.17) we see that the mapping A satisfies 
AF AC AH 
--- < P + ~~tq(A1’.1c)I~,> (2.19) 
where p and r are defined by 
p = llT+ vet fill,, 7 = llT+ll; ‘. (2.20) 
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By (2.101, we have 
119QW AG) IIF G llQ12 
1 - PII~~~~~~~G/P~IF 
(a” + ~‘ll~ll~)ll~ll2 
’ 1 - PII~ll2ll~WPll~ 
AF AG AH 2 
F 
< AF AG AH ’ 
(2.21) 
l-v -,--,- Ill ff ill P y F 
where I_L and v are defined by 
/J_ = (a2 + P2ll~ll;)ll~II2, v = pll~llzll( I + Gi)-‘112> (2.259 
and it is assumed that 
Ill AF AG AH l-v -,-,- ff P Y F>‘. Ill (2.23) 
Obviously, the condition (2.23) implies the constraint (1.5). Combining (2.19) 
with (2.21) shows that the mapping J% satisfies 
AF AC AH Ill p a>-‘7 <p+ lli 
AF AG AH P Ill 2 --- 
&‘P’Y F AF AG AHF ’ 
(2.24) 
-,-,- 
CY III P Y F 
or equivalently, 
AF AG AH 
(7v+ IL) lli (y>->y P ill 2 AF AG AH - 7(1+ vp) F Ill (y,-,--- Ill P y F 
+7p 2 0, (2.25) 
where p, r are defined by (2.201, and /.L, v by (2.22). 
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Consider the equation 
(TV + l-w - T(1 + vp)&+ 3-p = 0. 
It is easy to verify that if p satisfies 
7 
PG 
rv+2~+ (TV + 2/$ - 7S2 ’ 
then 
?(l + VP)’ - 47(7v+ p)p > 0, 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
and in this case the positive scalar 5, expressed by 
5* = 
27P 
= u( p) (2.29) 
7(1+ vp) + 72(1 + vp)2 - 47(7v+ /.L)p 
is a solution to (2.26). 
Let 
AF AG AH 
--~ (2.30) 
Obviously, “& is a bounded closed convex set of SYx ’ @ Ynx n @ 7” ‘I, 
and the relation (2.24) shows that the continuous mapping J maps PC, into 
P(, . By the Schauder fKed-point theorem (see, e.g., [12, §6.3]), the mapping 
& has a fixed point in Y;,, i.e., 1 has a fixed point 
(AF,/a, AG./p, AH,/y) satisfying 
AF, AC, AH, 
--- 
a’ P’Y ill 
G t*> 
F 
(2.31) 
where 5, is expressed by (2.29). 
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Thus, we have proved that under the conditions (2.23) and (2.27) there is 
a solution ((vet SF, >‘/ , ( a vet SC,>?‘/@, (vet 6H,jT/ylT to the equation 
(2.17) such that 
vet 6F, 
a 
vet SG, 
P 
vet SH, 
Y 
(2.32) 
Observe that any solution ((vet 6FjT/a, (vet 8GjT/fl, (vet 6HjT/yjT to 
the equation (2.17) [where 6F E ~2’~~” and SG, SH E Pnxn, i.e., 
6F, 6G, 6H satisfy (1.4)] 1s a solution to the equation (2.14), and the 
equation (2.14) is an equivalent form of the equation (1.6); moreover, the 
condition (2.23) implies the condition (1.5). Hence, the solution 
((vet 6F,)T/a,(vec SG*)T/P,( vet i3H,)T/y)T satisfies (1.4)-(1.6). Com- 
bining (2.32) with (2.18) gives 
77*(x’) G 5* = 4 PI- (2.33) 
Note that if p satisfies 
p < l/v, (2.34) 
then any solution ((vet SFjT/a, (vet 8GjT/p, (vet SH)T/y)T of @J7) in 
5$, satisfies (2.23). In fact, by (2.29) and (2.30), we have 
AF AG AH 
[by(2.34)]. (2.35) 
Consequently, the condition (2.23) can be replaced by (2.34). Moreover, the 
conditions (2.27) and (2.34) can be expressed by 
i 
1 7 
p<min -, (2.36) 
v 7v+2/L+ (rv + 2/L)2 - r2v2 
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2.3. A Lower Bound for q*(if) 
Suppose that the matrices AF,,,i,, AG,,i,, and A H,,i, satisfy the con- 
straints (1.4)-(1.6), and 
AFmin AGmin AHm,n 
--&-r-j-‘T 
F 
By the result of Section 2.2, under the condition (2.36) we have 
I 
vet 6F,,,i, 
a 
vet SG,,, 
P 
vet 6H,,, 
Y 
(2.37) 
A Hmin 
Y ill G 5,> (2.38) F 
where 5, = u( p) is expressed by (2.29), and where 8F,,,i,, E TX ” and 
SG,,,, 6H,iC, ~9”‘~” are defined by 
6Fmi,, = U’AF& V, SG,,, = UTAG,i, U, cYH,,~,, = VT AH ,,,,,, V. 
Since (2.14) is an equivalent form of (1.51, by the assumption the matrices 
6Fmi,,. 6G,,,,, 6H,,, satisfy 
T 
Let 
vet cYF,,,~, 
CY 
vet 8Gnlin 
P 
vet SH,,, 
Y 
= vet fi + vet y’( A F,,i,,  AG,,,i,) 
T = W(O,O)ZT with fl = diag(w,,..., w,z), o1 2 . 
(2.39) 
2 W,,L > 0, 
(2.40) 
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be a singular-value decomposition of T, where W E LV’~~“~ and Z E sS?~~*~~“* 
are orthogonal. Substituting (2.40) into (2.39), and letting 
ZT 
we get 
vet 6Fmi, 
a 
vet SG,,, 
P 
vet 6Hmi, 
Y 
= with v EL&, (2.41) 
v = iR-lWT vet R’ -t K’WT vet i(AF,,,, AG,,). (2.42) 
Combining (2.40)--(2.42) with (2.37) and (2.38) gives 
vet 6Fmi, 
vet SG,,,i, 
P 
vet SH,,, 
Y 
> Ilfi2-‘WT vet tills - IlQ-‘W’ vet q(AF,,,, AGmin) 1)s 
2 IIT+ vet ilIz - lITtllzllq’(AFmin, AGmin)llF. (2.43) 
The relations (2.43), (2.201, (2.211, and (2.38) show that under the conditions 
(2.36) we have 
77*(x’) a p - PG PM L-M 
r(I - v=E*) = P - T[l - VU(P)] 
= Z( p), (2.44) 
where e* = u( p> is expressed by (2.29). 
_Note that the scalar I( p) defined by (2.44) satisfies I( p) > 0. Moreover, 
if X # 0 and p > 0, then Z( p> > 0. These facts can be proved as follows. By 
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(2.351, 1 - vtJ* > 0. Consequently, it only needs to show the inequality 
or equivalently, to show the inequality 
Observe the following facts: (i) by (2.29) we have 
5 
2P 
*Gl+vp 
(ii> it is easy to verify that the inequality 
2P 27P 
-< 
1 + vp rvp + Jw 
is equivalent to 
(2.45) 
(2.46) 
(2.47) 
r2 - (rvp)’ - 45yp 2 0, 
and the inequality (2.48) holds because we have 
(2.48) 
r2 - (rvp)’ - 4rpp > 2r”up(l - vp) bY (2.28)l 
a 0 [by (2.35)]. 
Hence, combining (2.47) with (2.46) shows (2.45). Moreover, if x + 0 and 
p > 0, then the last inequality becomes 
2r%p(l - up) > 0 [by (2.35) and v > 0, p > O]. 
Therefore, in this case we have 2( p) > 0. 
i = VT& with z=J?--F’g(Z+G%)-‘F-H. 
If p satisfies 
1 1 ’ 7 p < min - .\ v rv+2p+ (TV + 2/42 - T2V2 
then 
where 
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2.4. Lower and Upper Bounds for r](g) 
We now summarize our result of this section as follows: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let x ~9”~” approximate the unique symmetric p.s.d. 
s_olution to the DARE (1.2), and let v( 2) be the normwise b_ackward error of 
X defined by (1.3)-(1.6). Assu_xe_ that the matrix 1 + GX is nonsingular. 
Moreover, define the matrices K, L, p, and v by 
Z?=g(Z+Gi)-IF, e = k(Z + G$, 
/J = ( (Yz + s”llm)ll~ll2, v = PIIillnl(( 1 + Gf) -’ i/z. 
By using the singular-value decomposition K’ = UCV T of I?, define an 
n2 x 3n2 matrix T by (2.15)-(2.16), and define r, p by 
7 = IJT+ll~‘, p = IIT+ vet Gl12, (2.49) 
where R’ is defined by 
(2.50) 
(2.51) 
ut P) = 
T(1 + vp) + P(1 + VP)” - 47(7v+ p)p 
(2.52) 
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and 
4 P> = P - 
PM P)Y 
dl - 4 41 * 
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(2.53) 
The function U( p) expressed by (2.52) has the Taylor expansion 
and the function 2( p) expressed by (2.53) has the Taylor expansion 
I( p) = p - FP2 - [v.9+2(!fi’]p3+o(P4)~ P-+0. 
Consequently, for sufficiently small p we have the approximate estimates 
(2.54) 
3. TWO REMARKS 
3.1, Backward Error and Structured Relative Residual 
Taking full account of the special structure of the continuous-time alge- 
braic Riccati equation, Ghavimi and Laub [3] have defined a new expression 
for the relative residual (they refer to the new expression as the structured 
relative residual for the equation), and proved that “backward error = relative 
residual” holds not only for linear system, but also in the case of continuous- 
time Riccati equations. In this subsection we show that the idea and conclu- 
sion of [3] are also suitable to DARES. 
Let gEPnXn approximate the unique symmetric p.s.d. solution to the 
DARE (1.2). By Section 2.1, the perturbation equation (1.6) can be written as 
(2.13), where C, SF, 6G, SH, I?, and L$AF, AG) are defined by 
(2.11)~(2.12). On dropping higher-order terms, the equation (2.13) becomes 
CSF+6FTC-C6GC+6H=ti, (3.1) 
200 
or equivalently, for i, j = 1,. . . , n we have 
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oi(UrAFV)ij + ~((UTAFV)r)ii - oiq(UrAGU)ij + (VrAHV)ij 
= (z$j = rij. 
By [3], define pij by 
and define the structured relative residual 77~ by 
(3.2) 
%%= ,kl 2 2. d 0 ‘J (3.3) 
Consistently imitating the proof given by 53, Section 53, we can from 
(3.1)-(3.3) get approximate bounds for v(X) in terms of the associated 
structured relative residual 7s: 
3.2. Structured Condition Number 
In this subsection we use the technique described by Gudmundsson et al. 
[5] and Higham [6] to derive the structured condition number of the DARE 
(1.2). 
Suppose that A F ~9”~” and AG, AH ~9”‘~” are sufficiently small 
perturbations of F, G, H, respectively. Consider the perturbed DARE 
X + AX - (F + AF)r( X + AX)[ Z + (G + AG)( X + AX)]-‘( F + AF) 
-(H + AH) = 0. (3.5) 
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By expanding and dropping the higher-order terms, the equation (3.5) 
becomes 
AX - [(I + GX)-‘FIr AX [(I + GX)-‘F] 
= AFT [X(Z + GX)-lF] + [X(Z + GX)-‘FITAF 
- [X(Z+GX)-‘F]TAG[X(Z+GX)~‘F] +AH. (3.6) 
Define the matrices K and @ by 
K = X( Z + GX)-‘F, @ = (I + GX)-‘F. (3.7) 
Then the equation (3.6) can be written in the form of the linear system 
PvecAX=Q 
where 
vet AF 
CY 
vet AC 
P 
vet AH 
Y 
P = I”2 - aT c3 QT, Q = (Qi, Q2. Q3) E E”“xOn’ (3.6) 
with 
Q1 = cx[(KT Q Z,)II + I, @K’], 
Qz = -/XT 8 KT, Qs = y&r, ff> P, y > 0, (3.9) 
in which II is the vet-permutation matrix expressed by (1.8). If we measure 
the perturbations in the data by 
IIAFIIF IIWIF IIAHIIF 
??=max ~ - 
(Y ’ p ’ 
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IIAXIIF 
IIXIIF 
< ~~I,!JE (to first order in ??) , (3.10) 
where the scalar tc, defined by 
* = IIP-1Ql12/llXIIF (3.11) 
can be called the structured condition number of the DARE (1.2). 
In particular, if we take (Y = IIFIIF, P = IIGIIF, and y = IlHllr in (3.9), 
then the corresponding condition number $ expressed by (3.11) can be 
called the relative condition number of the DARE (1.2). The relative condi- 
tion number of the DARE has been derived by Gudmundsson et al. [5]. 
4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
In Sections 2 and 3 we have derived several estimates for the backward 
error v(i) of approximate solutions 2 to the DARE (1.21, such as [see 
(2.51), (2.541, and (3.4)J: 
(4.1) 
Pm ,< 77(i) ,< PT r)R ,< v( z, 5 2*12r),, (4.2) 
where p, UC p), Z( p>, and 7s are defined by (2.49), (2.52), (2.53), and (3.31, 
respectively. The estimates (4.1) are nonlinear estimates, and the estimates 
(4.2) are linear estimates. 
In this section, we use two simple numerical examples to illustrate the 
estimates. All computations were performed using MATLAB, version 4.2c, 
implemented on a SALT. The relative machine precision reported by MATLAB 
is 2.2204 X lo-i6. 
EXAMPLE 4.1 [16, Example 6.21. Consider the DARE (1.2) with the 
coefficient matrices 
F=(; ‘“o”‘), H= (; :‘) =CTC with C=(O,l), 
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= G,G,'G; with G, = and G, = 1. 
It can be checked that the pair (F, G,) is stabilizable and the pair (F, C) is 
detectable. Moreover, for all m, the symmetric p.s.d. solution to the DARE 
(1.2) is 
and the matrix 
is stable. 
Let 
x’= x + _o.2 -;.; ( 0.3 .) x IO_-’ 
be an approximate solution to the DARE (1.2). Take CY = IIF\IF, p = IIGIIp, 
y = II H IIF in Theorem 2.1, (3.21, and (3.9). Some numerical results on lower 
and upper bounds for the backward error v( x’> are listed in Table I and 
Table 2, where I+!J denotes the relative condition number of the DARE (I.21 
defined by (3.11). The cases when the condition (2.50) of Theorem 2.1 is 
violated are denoted by an asterisk. 
From the results listed in Table 1 we see that the conditioning of the 
DARE (1.2) of this example deteriorates as m increases, aiid the backward 
error of x’ increases as the conditioning of the DARE deteriorates. Note that 
the symmetric p.s.d. solution 
to the DARE (1.2) of this example is independent of m. 
From the results listed in Table 2 we see that the backward error of x’ 
increases as j decreases (i.e., as the error 11 X - X 11 F increases). 
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EXAMPLE 4.2 [8]. Consider the DARE (1.2) with 
F = VF,,V, G = VG,V, H = VH,V, 
where 
and 
F, = diag(O, lo-‘“, l), G, = diag( lo-“‘, lo-“‘, lOen’), 
H, = diag( lo”‘, 1, lK”>, 
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2LWr 
V=Z-- 
3 ’ 
u = (l,l, 1)~. 
The unique symmetric p.s.d. solution X to the DARE (1.2) is given by 
X = VX,,V, where X, = diag(r,, x2, xa) with 
xi = 
f;” + h,g, - 1 + [(r;’ + h,g, - 1)1 + 4hzgi]L’2 
‘gi 
and hi, fi, and gi are the corresponding diagonal elements of H,, F,,, and 
G,. 
Let 
-0.1 0.2 
0.6 X lo-’ 
-0.4 
be an approximate solution to the DARE (1.2). Take (Y = IIFIIF, /3 = IIGllr;, 
y = II H IIF in Theorem 2.1, (3.21, and (3.9). Some numerical results on lower 
and upper bounds for the backward error n(X) are listed in Table 3 and 
Table 4, where $ denotes the relative condition number of the DARE (1.2) 
defined by (3.11). The cases when the condition (2.50) of Theorem 2.1 is 
violated are denoted by an asterisk. 
From the results listed in Table 3 we see that the conditioning of the 
DARE (1.2) of this example deteriorates and the magnitude of the symmetric 
p.s.d. solution X increases as m increases. 
From the results listed in Tables l-4 we see that the linear estimates 
(4.2) [i.e., (2.54) and (3.4)] are relatively sharp, while the nonlinear estimates 
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(4.1) [i.e., (2.51)] even do not exist in some cases. However, it is worth 
pointing out that the nonlinear estimates (4.1) guarantee the existence of the 
solution to the optimization problem (1.3) with the constraints (1.4)-(1.61, 
while the linear estimates (4.2) would formally give approximate bounds 
which might not correspond to any solution to (1.3)-(1.6). 
1 would like to thank the referees for helpful comments and suggestions. 
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